M is for Maximalism
A state of excess has taken hold in the interior design world with a layered style
peppered with the offbeat, which some may compare to Aladdin’s cave. Maximalism is
not about clutter or hoarding but about curated collections and displaying the things
that make us happy. Rich color, embellished walls, vintage brass, gilding, flowers,
antique rugs, and flashes of red are all elements of the style along with a mix of
materials and patterns. Each room should include the unexpected and tell the story of
our lives, our travels, and childhood or any moment that defines who we are and how
we live.

With all the woes of today, it is nice to hunker down into a cozy room

surrounded by what we love.
This April, Currey & Company introduces a diverse collection of lighting and furniture
that blends with the maximalist ideals. Each product is designed with an eclectic blend
of materials and finishes.

You cannot have enough animal prints in a maximalist interior!
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A well-placed folding screen can transform an interior like few other pieces of furniture.
The new Vinton Screen can create drama and glamour in any room. Hand-finished with
real gold leaf, this metal screen adds architecture and dimension to the simplest space
and can define a seating area or hide an eyesore without renovation. The Cicely Accent
Table is a wonderful combination of antique mirror and metal with a rich antique brass
finish. It is easy to move around and could function as a drinks table or as a display
surface for a treasured collection.
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Like a very ripe fruit, the Ginza Table Lamp, speaks an organic design language. Made
of hand-formed terracotta, the bold black and tan pattern is inspired by traditional
African mud cloth and topped with a coarse linen shade. It’s back to the natural world
for the Moirrey Table Lamp. The ceramic form is beautifully textured with a raised
pattern inspired by the surface of a sea urchin. The antique gold and black glaze
completed with a black shantung shade is the perfect finish
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The Vivienne Chandelier is a wonderful mix of hand-formed metal leaves, linen, and
crystal drops. The design was obviously inspired by a pineapple. The most famous
Georges Bizet opera, Carmen, is the creative namesake of Currey’s new Carmen
Chandelier. Like the gypsy character of the opera, the chandelier is ornamented with
flowers. Seventeen lights shine outward from a perfectly sized orb to create abundant
illumination. Carmen is finished with a grainy silver leaf, which we call Silver Granello.
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